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Abstract
Electronic residential fire suppression appliances (EFSA) are preengineered, open nozzle, dry-pipe, water mist based suppression
systems that utilise an electronic signal (such as a heat or smoke
detector) to activate the high-pressure pump, instead of utilising a fully
mechanical frangible bulb system to determine there is a fire and to
trigger the output of water. The electronic suppression device in question
utilises a combination of a heat alarm and infra-red sensor to determine
the existence and subsequently location of the fire, respectively, and
spray mist only at the fire location.
To adapt from UK residential building regulations (where heat alarms are
required and available) to US residential building code (where only
smoke/smoke+heat alarms are required and available), research was
carried out to determine whether the combination of the smoke+heat
alarm and the infra-red thermopile sensor could be used to reliably
determine there was a fire, acting as a “second knock” or “supervisory”
system. Results of experimental fire tests which included a smoldering,
a fast flaming fire and a false positive cooking scenario showed that with
very simple data processing of the combination of data between the
alarm and the thermopile it was possible to determine whether there was
indeed a fire in the room or whether there was a false positive.
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Introduction
Electronic residential fire suppression appliances (EFSA) are
pre-engineered, open nozzle, dry-pipe, water mist based suppression
systems that utilise an electronic signal (such as a heat or smoke
detector) to activate the high-pressure pump, instead of utilising a fully
mechanical frangible bulb system to determine there is a fire and to
trigger the output of water.

The electronic suppression device in question already utilises an infrared sensor to determine the location of the fire. The infra-red sensor is
not a flame detector but a thermopile sensor which measures surface
temperatures by sensing in the infra-red wavelength band. This is a
sensor commonly used for touchless medical thermometers and for
automotive applications. In this suppression application, a 30° cone
sensor is mounted on a rotating head at 1.3 m from the floor and moves
at 5° intervals over a 30° to 150° horizontal arc (27 temperature readings,
or steps, per scan) to locate the area in the room with the highest
temperature signature to determine the location of a fire but not to
validate whether there was a fire or not. If the fire is distant, the sensor is
able to capture the heat signature of surfaces heated by radiated heat,
the plumes, as well as the heat radiated on the ceiling by the plumes, as
exemplified on the visible x infra-red signatures of a fire in Figure 1 below.
UK building fire regulations already require the use of heat alarms
(fixed 137 F / 57 °C with optional Rate of Rise (RoR)) for rooms
susceptible to false smoke alarms such as kitchens and boiler rooms.
This allows an “off-the-shelf” certified residential early warning heat
alarms to be used by EFSA’s present in the market without the need for
certification of a custom detection system.

Fig. 1. Visible spectrum vs infra-red spectrum view of same fire.
The benefit of using a heat alarm as an alternative to a frangible bulb for
fire detection in an EFSA is that the ceiling positioned and temperature
based detection method means the heat alarm signal fully replicates the
bulb in determining, from this device alone, that there is a fire in the room.
There is no questioning on whether it is a false positive alarm because of
the significant room temperature the thermistor needs to sense before
the alarm is raised. It is assumed that if a temperature has been reached
to activate a heat alarm, there is certainly a fire, as a sprinkler’s bulb
does. There additional benefit is that the thermistor based activation of a
heat alarm, when compared to a frangible bulb, has much lower thermal
inertial, and can also detect a significant rate of rise, resulting in a faster
activation time when compared to fixed point 57 °C temperature trigger.
Figure 2 below shows a back to back comparison between a heat alarm
and a sprinkler for 2 equally furnished hotel rooms.

Since these were not standardised loads (as much as 1960s hotel
furniture is standardised), the temperature rates of rise were very similar
(but not equal) until the earlier activation of the thermistor based system.

Fig. 2. Sprinkler vs electronic water mist suppression fire temperatures.
In North America, however, only smoke alarms are mandated in domestic
properties so if electronic suppression systems are to be triggered from
residential early warning alarms without the need for a custom product
with its own listing / certification process, it must be using a listed alarm
for residential purposes.
Because smoke alarms are prone to false positives in residential settings,
triggering a suppression system exclusively from its activation cannot be
relied upon, at all. To minimise smoke alarm false positives, listed optical
smoke detection + heat combination alarms are becoming common in
the US and its use is intended for this application. Research was carried
out to determine whether the combination of the smoke alarm and the
infra-red thermopile sensor could be used to reliably determine there was
a fire, acting as a “second knock” or “supervisory” system.
Fire Validation Algorithm Principle
To validate whether there is a fire in room, a couple of hypotheses were
defined and tested though data acquisition. They are based on
differentiating between a controlled and uncontrolled heat source in the
room by the combination of the smoke alarm input and the temperatures
throughout the room, over time, not only the peak temperature of the
room. It also has to trigger quickly enough to maximise system
performance by tackling the fire as early as possible.

1st hypothesis: if there is a fire, it will generate a sustained growth
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being a constant. These are simplifications of what may turn to be more
complex and unpredictable fire developments but they have allowed for
the development of many reference curves for known fire loads such as
furniture items because they tend to follow closely these modelled
behaviors.

Fig. 3. Stylised Heat Release Rates (HRR) of fires [1].
A sample furniture fire with variations in size can be seen on Figure 4
below where a peak heat release rate has been observed to be
approximately at 3 MW within 300 seconds. A suppression system is
supposed to be triggered as early as possible to allow for tenable
conditions to be maintained in the room of origin and to minimise the
spread of asphyxiate effluents and heat to other spaces. Within 100
seconds of ignition of this fast (to ultrafast) fire growth rate, the heat
release is already at above 100 kW. This is significantly higher than any
controlled domestic heat source and may already pose a risk to life in a
residential setting. If the combination alarm has been activated and an
increasing rate of rise of temperature is detected throughout a significant
portion of a room for long enough, while the alarm is still on, it should
indicate that it is a fire and not a controlled heat source. This is done by
comparing changes in temperatures over time for every position in the
room once the alarm has been activated.

Fig. 4. Heat Release Rate of an experimental test of sofas [2].
2nd Hypothesis: a fire requires a continued input from the
combination alarm to validate a fire condition from a false alarm
In very slow developing fires, there will be significant smoke output,
hence an alarm signal, but no significant heat release. The limited heat
release may not only result in too small of an infrared signature, it will
also be a difficult fire to put out with mist due to its small heat release and
oxygen draw. It should be assumed that a sustained alarm signal is
indication of a fire because a false positive will most frequently be the
result of human activity (cooking, steam shower) and will also result in
eventually hushing the alarm or ventilating the environment to stop the
alarm.
A couple of use cases to exemplify the logic: a fire place, the closest to a
real developing fire, is a controlled and enclosed fire. It will create a high
local temperature signature but it will not continually increase its heat
release over time while triggering the combination alarm unless the fire
is out of control. On the other extreme, failed cooking with a number of
ovens being open simultaneously with burnt food should temporarily
activate the alarm and raise the temperature in the room but neither
should be sustained for long. 3 tests were carried out to test these
hypotheses:
1. A fast flaming fire (between fast and ultrafast from the graphs
above) using an IMO style sofa.
2. A slow developing fire by using a bin with heptane and foam as the
ignition source, placed under the same IMO style sofa.
3. A worst case scenario false positive where 2 ovens at 250 °C with
burnt food are opened simultaneously in a small 3m x 3m kitchen.
Results
Fast flaming Fire
The graph below shows the scan of an IMO style couch fire (limited
damage due to suppression effectiveness) with around 1MW peak HRR

potential [3] due to the use of a non-flame retardant foam and cotton
lining. The combination alarm sounds early on. The system carries out
approximately 4 scan steps per second so activation occurred at scan
step 120, approximately 30 seconds from alarm sounding. The rising
peak temperatures can be seen in the scan, as well as a rise on the
minimum temperatures indicating an increase in overall room
temperature due to the progressive heat release.

Fig. 5. Burnt IMO style stylized sofa after fire test with suppression.
Additionally, if instead only the highest 5 temperatures from each scan
are summed and averaged, as a proxy of temperatures around the region
of the fire (if there is one), it will show what the trend in the rate of rise of
the temperatures, as seen below

Fig. 6. IR scanned temperature data in fast flaming fire.
From scan step 200, there is an evident and consistent increase in
temperature, of approx. 4.5 °C per scan, which makes it straight forward
to validate that the combination alarm did indeed sense a fire. Currently,
the 57 °C / 135° heat alarm would have been activated at around scan
step 350, requiring another 2 to 3 scans to determine the fire location and
then suppression activation at 450. The disadvantage of a potential false

positives can be used as an early trigger for the infrared sensor to allow
it to capture room temperatures at a much earlier stage than the heat
alarm would, in this type of fire, allowing for an earlier activation due to
earlier confirmation of a fire. It should potentially be able to trigger
suppression early enough as to avoid a fire directly under the alarm to
damage the alarm. It is also the reason why the alarm status, as well as
operation is monitored, as it is assumed that losing its alarm signal shortly
after a fire triggered could be due to disablement as much as it could be
due to damage.

Fig. 7. Processed averaged peak temperatures in fast flaming fire.
Slow Smouldering Fire
The graph below shows the long 2500 step scan, approximately
10 minutes, until the suppression is activated. For most of the duration of
the test, the small flames in the bin produced smoke but no significant
heat release, resulting in very little change in temperature.

Fig. 8. IR scanned temperature data in smoldering fire.

Even when the same “average of top 5 temperatures” is calculated, their
rate of rise is of approximately 0.01 °C. This does however change
significantly when the heat release starts to increase at approximately
2300 steps.

Fig. 9. Processed averaged peak temperatures in fast flaming fire.
The key condition here is that the alarm has kept sounding during all this
period, suggesting that a continuous sounding combination alarm which
has not been hushed or disabled by an occupant indeed signifies a fire
condition.
The time of alarm duration could therefore potentially be used to increase
sensitivity to the rate of rise because if there is a fire, it is expected to
eventually rise (or self-extinguish). At step 2300, the temperature rate of
rise is at only 0.2 °C/scan (less than 5 % the rate of rise of the fast flaming
fire) but it is sustained. At scan step 2500 the suppression system is
activated and the temperature drops immediately, as expected.
Kitchen Oven False Positive
In this scenario, a small residential kitchen with 2 ovens, shown on the
panoramic 120° picture below, was used by opening both ovens with
burnt food, generating high output of heat and smoke as the best
marginal case of a false positive scenario. The first 600 scan steps on
the graph below shows each scan with its peak temperature on the oven
as well as a progressive slow increase in room temperature but no alarm
activation. At 700 steps, the ovens are open. The 58 °C peak
measurement is where the first oven had been open but not the second.
The significant increase in temperature reading is the result of the direct
sensing of the hot metallic surfaces inside the oven and its open door as
opposed to the insulating and IR reflecting surface of the oven window.
As subsequent progressive and slow decrease in peak temperatures can
also be observed as a result of the oven cooling over time.

Fig. 10. 120

panorama view of kitchen used in false positive test.

Fig. 11. IR scanned temperature data in false positive cooking scenario.

Fig. 12. Processed averaged peak temperatures in false positive cooking

Once again, calculating the average of the top 5 temperatures over time
on the graph below more clearly demonstrate the slow and progressive
raise in temperature of 0.1 °C per scan, a rapid rise of 16 °C per scan
when the oven doors are open and then a drop of 0.3 °C per scan once
the alarm sounds. The key finding is that despite the step increase in heat
release from the oven, the temperature rise is not sustained and once
the alarm is addressed by the occupant the alarm stops sounding,
suggesting it was a false alarm and the system should not be activated.
Conclusion
These preliminary sets of tests have demonstrated that the hypotheses
made regarding heat release and alarm sounding have been validated
and therefore that development of an algorithm that will treat this
acquired data to make a decision on false positives is worth progressing
on. An exhaustive list of tests with other potential false positives, such as
a fire place, will be carried out to validate and enhance the prototype
production intent algorithm and provide confidence that the system can
differentiate false positive alarms from real fire scenarios.
Even though there may be a benefit in earlier activation by tackling the
fire early on, this has not been made a focus of the development and
experiment because of the vast range of types of fires and their
repeatability. Instead, focus has been on the possibility to utilise detection
which is already mandatory for homes as the only component placed on
the ceiling of homes for the initial triggering of the suppression scanning
procedure. There is additional benefit already that the status of the alarm
will be monitored by the suppression system, increasing reliability of both
the suppression system and the early warning system.
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